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Artist Interview

With Meg @ Sludgework

Please provide a brief introduction, including your
name, where you are based, and how long you’ve been
creating art for. 
Hello, my name is Meg, i’m based in Manchester UK and I have been drawing
since I was very little, and more specifically drawing skulls and scary things
since around 2016. However, I knew I wanted to earn a living creating art and
decided to go freelance, so Sludgework has been going since May 2018.

Which of your pieces of work are you most proud of, and
why? 
Its hard to pinpoint a particular one because 99% of the time, I am asked to
work by clients who have their own projects that require artwork, so in
completing that for them, they have art they can now go onto use and it
helps them move forward in their own endeavours, so that makes me proud.
However, the few pieces I have done in which the outcome is raising money
for charity always feel good, an example being Dogula.co.uk - proceeds go to
animal shelters.

http://dogula.co.uk/


What is the most difficult part of your artistic process? 
Hmm, it can vary from project to project but most of the time, the difficult bit
when I'm rough sketching an idea out and what is in my head isn't
translating to the page. It can take a number of attempts for me to see on the
page what I see in my head. Often it's easier for me to go straight to inking
the piece so I can see it develop more how I want it to be.

How would you describe your style? 
My style is metal music and horror inspired dark art, with a cr*p load of
skulls. Very much of the alternative niche, but not exclusionary of other
genres. I use pen and ink to make my pieces, and then photograph them and
make them into digital files for clients to use however they wish.



I admire Mark Riddick, and he has been an inspiration to me since day one of
Sludgework. Fantastic underground artist who designs for many metal
bands.
There are also great artists on Instagram and Twitter such as Misha Mono
who is a digital artist and Sarah Allen Reed who is a great comic book style
artist. Honestly though, a quick scan of art tags on the socials and there are
so many talented individuals.

What does artistic success look like to you? 
Two things equal success for me as an artist. The first - creating art that
brings happiness to the clients and others, and secondly, to earn a living
making that art. 
I like to believe I have the first one sorted haha, and I am currently working
very hard on the second.

What projects are you
currently working on? 

I am currently designing a logo for the
awesome SuperMetalWorld.com and a T
shirt design for a halloween/fall page on

Instagram.
I am also developing a Sludgework card

game and a small book of my other project
‘MadSadSharks’ which aims to raise

awareness of ocean pollution.

What other artists do you admire that we should be
aware of? 



What are common traps for aspiring artists? 
Wanting to emulate or copy other artists. When starting out making a
portfolio it is very easy to draw what you see others doing and you can fall
into a trap of basically copying. Once I knew I wanted to start Sludgework
and go freelance in 2018, it was very important for me to ensure I was
creating my own pieces and steering away from working directly from others
as inspiration. Also, external feedback is important and can be useful, but
don’t put too much focus on it. If it feels right, it likely is right. 

Let us know where we can find out more (links
to websites, social media)

My website is www.sludgework.com and I am available as
‘Sludgework’ on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook. I am happy to

chat on any of those platforms and engage with you!
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